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ABSTRACT 
The emerging field of grid interfaced renewable energy 
generating opportunities to  build advanced objectives to 
improvise and convert robust overall system. In the solar 
power grid integration the solar inverter plays crucial role in 
stability and power control. The grid has indefinite nature 
with different faults and generates voltage disturbances at 
PCC. During this stage the system must connected to grid to 
support and to meet the stability requirements of the grid.  In 
this research study deliver three control objectives having 
reducing the transient nature of the parameters during the 
fault transitions with smooth control method, implementing 
generalized SVPWM with fixed computational time to any 
level grid inverter and to improve the grid inverter capabilities 
during grid faults with proposed control algorithm. The 
results are builds with the simulation platform 
MATLAB/Simulink.     

  Key words: Reactive Power control, SVPWM and 
Voltage Sags. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The effective generation of green energy is emerging 

research filed in present research community due to the more 
demand in the society, green energy transform reforms and 
economic importance. The basic structures of green energy are 
abounded availability of the energy, optimized cost and 
environment friendly encouraging the green energy market 
every year 29 percent compared to conventional energies. 
Interconnection of large scale renewable energy to grid has 
great impact on power quality and system stability issues. 
Therefore present grid standards are being regularly 
improvising to maintain better system in a large scale 
integration of RE to grid condition. The better design of grid 
standards gives stable and safe operation of grid under normal 
and abnormal faulted conditions[1-2].  

During the abnormal fault conditions the voltage 
disturbances i.e voltage sags is basic important power quality 
issue. A voltage sag is defined as reduction in voltage 
magnitude value from 10% to 90% for a period of one cycle to 
one minute. To make grid connected more robust the grid 
system expected to maintain following standards: 1) During 
the faulted condition the any system should not be 
disconnected from the grid. 2) To maintain voltage profile 
grid should be strengthen by reactive power supply. 3) 
Recovering active power supply after the fault closes[3-5]. 
Fault ride through stability is very important nature of the 
system to sustain reliability of the system. This restricts the 
condition that the supply source must maintain connectivity to 
increase operational stability[6]. 

 

Related to the reactive current component injection the GC 
curve gives the relation between amounts of reactive 
component injection to particular voltage sag caused by 
different system faults. During the past few years lot of  
control mechanisms are described by researchers to improvise 
performance of the grid connected inverter during the grid 
faults and controlling power for different voltage sag 
conditions. Different studies are concentrating to maximize 
current control to detect and disconnect during overcurrent 
conditions of fault but, these algorithms have basic drawbacks 
of system stability[7]. 

Present researchers are focusing innovative new control 
algorithms containing certain specific methods increase the 
power capability of grid connected inverters[8]. By 
considering all the views of present control techniques, this 
paper presents an advanced control strategy implementation 
for an efficient solar inverter to grid applications with voltage 
sag stability. This research article is presented with three 
important control objectives:  1) Reducing the transient 
disturbances of the parameters by considering voltage 
feed-forward signal. 2) Incorporating generalized SVPWM 
with fixed computational time for any level of multilevel 
inverter. 3) Implementing proposed control algorithm to 
maximize the inverter capability and stability by supplying 
appropriate power control during different faulted conditions. 

 

This research article is organized in five sections. Section II 
provides detailed analysis of the proposed control algorithm. 
Section III Consists incorporation of generalized SVPWM 
with fixed computational time. Section IV gives simulation 
results analysis and finally section V consists conclusion of 
the research objectives.   

II. PROPOSED CONTROL ALGORITHM 

The basic objective nature of the grid connected inverter is 
to maintain balanced grid currents during the abnormalities 
when both active and reactive powers are closely controlled. 
Due to the abnormal conditions at grid PCC voltage will 
unbalance and gets disturbed with voltage sags. The idealistic 
designed controller of the inverter should properly 
compensate this condition by injecting regulated currents to 
grid. The sequence separator is used to categorize positive and 
negative sequence components of the PCC voltage 
component.  To improvise the performance at fault transitions 
a feed-forward PCC voltage is used to shown in Fig. 1. To 
eliminate excessive transients when the system operation is 
changed from normal condition to abnormal condition i.e. soft 
fault transition, a feed-forward method of signal is used. 
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Figure 1: Proposed Cntrol Block Diagram 

                              
 

Figure 2:Flow chart of the proposed control algorithm 

The faulted grid system expects reactive current feed which 
improves the immediate recovery of the voltage. The 

intensity of the reactive current component injection depends 
upon the voltage variation of the PCC.  
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Figure 3:Standard rective current requirement curve 

 The characteristic nature of standard reactive component 
requirement curve [9] varies depending on the guidelines of 
each country; however, standard efforts are worked out to 
unify the criteria of this requirement shown in Fig.3. From 
the standard reference graph the controlled inverter must 
supply total available rated current component in the form of 
reactive when the grid under fault and PCC voltage dips 0.9 
p.u. The magnitude of  I+q supplied by the inverter to grid is 
determined by the standard re reactive graph. 
 The proposed control algorithm implements and 
determines the requirement of different current components 
of the grid connected inverter. The flow chart of the proposed 
control algorithm shown in Fig. 2. The generated real power 
at inverter PG, PCC voltage Vpcc and the phase angle are 
measured as input parameters to proposed control algorithm. 
When the grid is under normal i.e no sag condition the active 
current component of the inverter is to be supplied maximum 
to maximize the maximum active power supply. When any 
grid fault condition i.e voltage sag occurs (V+ < 0.85 p.u) 
there is necessity to supply reactive current component to 
stabilize the PCC voltage. In the proposed control algorithm 
the reactive current component is designed to calculate for 
different conditions of the voltage sags of the PCC. The 
reference components of the currents are calculated based on 
these required active and reactive components of the 
currents. 
These generated reference components are compared with 
the actual inverter currents and forms current loop which 
generates error signal. These error signals are the input 
signals to the SVPWM. 

III. EFFICIENT SVPWM WITH FIXED COMPUTATIONAL 
TIME 

 In the proposed SVPWM the identification of the nearest 
three vectors (NTV) is done very quickly with 1200 
coordinated system. Thereafter the duty ratios of NTV and 
switching sequence are computed as simple two-level 
inverter SVPWM methods. With this method of modulation 
the computational time is constant without depending on the 
level of the Multi-level inverter i.e this method is very 
generalized for any level of multilevel inverter. Subsequently 

the memory requirement for this method is low for high level 
multilevel inverters [10]. 
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Figure 4: SVPWM with fixed computational time 

 
 The conventional method of SVPWM contains 
transformation from stationary axis (abc) to αβ axis system. 
But, with this method the symmetry utilization of SVD not 
efficient i.e. the computation process and time increases. 
Whereas in the proposed method the Space Vector Diagram 
(SVD) of the sector 1 in 1200 coordinate is used and the 
vertexes coordinate points are exact integer values. This 
converts the computation process more convenient than αβ 
axis system. With this new SVPWM method the 
identification of nearest three vector is done more quickly 
and easily. The duty ratio of this method is computed without 
look-up tables. This will generates the fixed computation 
time as well as optimized memory requirement to processor 
compared to the conventional methods. Therefore with these 
advantages the proposed fixed computational time SVPWM 
method is more cost effective and efficient to any level of 
multilevel inverters. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 The different types of unsymmetrical faults such as LL, 
LL-G and L-G create voltage disturbances and unbalance at 
PCC. The simulation conditions are considered for two 
different conditions one as disturbance in one phase of 
voltage and two other phases are healthy.  Second case is 
disturbance in two phases and other one phase of voltage at 
grid is normal. 

 
Figure 5: Voltage sag of 50%  in one phase voltage reduction 
(without feed-forward control). 

 
Figure 6:Voltage sag of 50%  in one phase voltage reduction 
(with smooth transition mechanism). 

 

 
Figure 7:Transition from volage sag situlation  to normal 
(Single phase fault) 

 

Figure 8: Voltage sag of 90% in one phase voltage reduction 

 A three Phase 2.5 KVA grid connected inverter is 
considered for MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation. Fig. 5 
shows the voltage sag of 50 % with one phase PCC voltage 
reduction without feed-forward signal control. It is clearly 
observed that before the transient point t = 0.4 Sec. the active 
power is stable and reactive power supply is zero. At t = 0.4 
Sec. there is fault in one phase at PCC. This will cause high 
transients in currents and power supplied by inverter. It is 
also observed that without feed-forward control the system 
will takes long time to stabilize. By using feed-forward 
voltage signal these transients can be reduced and the 
inverter current and power components will be stabilized 
very quickly shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Figure 9:voltage sag of 50% in two phase voltage reduction 

(with smooth transition mechanism). 
 
Fig. 7 shows the transition of faulted voltage sag to normal 

condition of PCC voltage in one phase with smooth 
controller. With sever L-G fault in at PCC, it may cause 90 % 
reduction of voltage sag in single phase which is shown in 
fig.8. It can be observed that with smooth control inverter 
currents are balanced very quickly with compensated 
magnitude increase.  
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Figure 10:Transition from volage sag situlation  to normal 
(Double line fault)  

 

 
Figure 11:voltage sag of 90% in two phase voltage reduction 

(with smooth transition mechanism). 
 
 Fig. 9 shows the double line to ground fault with 
voltage sag 50 % of rated voltage, which causes reduction in 
voltage of two phases with 50 % and the remaing one phase 
voltage is healthy. With smooth controller operation this 
trasation very smooth and inverter currents are balanced. 
Similally Fig. 10 shows the trasation of double line to ground 
fult condtion to retrive normal condition. When in the case of 
sevear double line to ground fault the voltage sag reduction is 
very high. Fig. 11 shows the case of consideration of voltage 
sag 90% of the rated voltage and it is clearly observed from 
the results that thers is fast balancing in three phase inverter 
currents with large compensation magnitude value. 

V. CONCLUSION 

An advanced feed-forward control strategy for an grid 
connected inverter is presented in this research article. In one 
of the research objective a generalized SVPWM with fixed 
computational time is considered for this system. Different 
fault conditions are considered to test the smooth controlled 
grid system. Single line to ground fault with voltage sag 50 % 
and 90 % severity conditions are presented with fast 
dynamics in inverter currents. Double line to ground faults 
also considered with same severalty conditions with 
comprising results.      
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